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2380 N. Oakmont Drive 928.526.5125 x 203 Flagstaff, Arizona 86004 

Good Morning,  

On behalf of the Board of Continental Country Club Homeowners Association and for myself, let me start 
by sincerely hoping that this communication finds you well.  

Recently, our board had to make the tremendously difficult but highly necessary decision of filing a 
Chapter 11 Petition for Bankruptcy as part of a reorganization strategy so that we, as a community, could 
meet the challenges of 2021. A news story about this filing is likely to break in the near future, and we 
wanted to reach out to you prior to that in order to discuss why this step was needed and what our plans 
are for the future. 

First of all, please know that we do not anticipate this filing will impact our day-to-day operations. 
Services will continue at our HOA, there are no planned layoffs, and operations at our clubhouse, golf 
course and restaurant will go on as normal. Currently, the fitness center is now closed, but that’s a 
product of the pandemic, not this filing. 
 

Why was this necessary? 

There are several factors that led to the decision, but the most imminent is an October 2020 preliminary 
ruling that the association must repair and refill Lake Elaine to its “full” or 6,845-foot elevation. As you 
probably know, seepage at Lake Elaine has been an issue for decades. 

As part of the preliminary court ruling, a daily $700 fine was to be imposed against the association until 
work began to start refilling the lake. The fine would then decrease to $500 a day until the lake was filled. 
Repairing and filling Lake Elaine to the prescribed level would take time and millions of dollars.  

Separately, Continental faces a $600,000 balloon payment on a loan that was taken out to complete the 
2011 installation of the new irrigation system on the golf course.  

Finally, there are many additional and ever-increasing costs associated with maintaining aging facilities 
and a golf course that far exceed the revenue we generate from our HOA fees, which are some of the 
lowest in the state. At the current time, our reserves are woefully inadequate to meet the financial 
demands this year and into the future. 
 
The only responsible avenue left open for our organization - and by extension, our residents - was 
Chapter 11 reorganization. It allows us to have a fresh start, refinance existing loans and seek relief 
from litigation and financial pressures surrounding our organization.  
 
 
 
 
 



What’s next? 
 
Filing for Chapter 11 does not mean that all of the challenges facing Continental are over, but there are 
some misconceptions about this protection that we’d like to address here: 

 Chapter 11 doesn’t mean that we are “going out of business.” We are what is called a “debtor in 
possession,” meaning we are still in charge of day-to-day operations and maintain control of our 
assets during the Chapter 11 reorganization process.  

 Chapter 11 doesn’t last forever. We will be in Chapter 11 until our reorganization and repayment 
plans are approved by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court. We hope to conduct a process that will be 
completed by the end of 2021. 

 Chapter 11 doesn’t devalue our community.  In fact, there are two HOAs with golf courses in our 
area that went through this process. Both came out the other side with better balance sheets, 
improved facilities, and a more secure future. 

The most immediate change you are likely to notice is in the mail, as you probably will receive a series of 
notices related to the reorganization case. By law, the U.S. Bankruptcy Court will be notifying you of the 
filing, and Continental and other parties in interest may provide notice of additional documents from 
time to time while the case is pending. For those of you currently selling your properties, Continental will 
be required to disclose the pending Chapter 11 reorganization case in the documentation it typically 
provides to escrow in connection with any sales transaction.  

Other than that, most of the work on our reorganization will be in the background, where our attorneys 
at Engelman Berger PC will be negotiating with our creditors, seeking relief from litigation, and allowing 
us to come back financially stronger.  

We realize you probably have many questions about this filing. We’ve added a section to the Continental 
County Club website about the Chapter 11 filing that can be found on the Membership page as well as by 
logging in to your owner portal.  

Additionally, you can also email us at board@continentalflagstaff.com with your questions and we will 
endeavor to get back to you as quickly as possible. We will be having a Board meeting at 10 a.m. on 
Friday, February 12, where we can answer questions about this filing in person.  

Lastly, I’ll be reaching out to you in the coming weeks to talk more about the history of the issues 
Continental is currently dealing with and give you updates on how the reorganization is progressing.  

As with many things, we believe that 2021 will bring better days to Continental Country Club. We 
appreciate your membership and commitment to our community as we work towards that better future.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Jon Held 
President 
Board of Directors 
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